“CONTOURS”
THE NEW DIGITAL EDITION

Dutch artist Job Wouters creates a performative artwork to celebrate the new
Canali.com
Milan, January 13th 2014 - Mixing time-honoured craft with cutting-edge modernity, innovative
graphic artist and calligrapher Job Wouters stars in “Contours”, a short film to mark the
launch of the new Canali.com.
Premiering today, the film follows Wouters, whose eye-popping typographic designs are
created live and entirely by hand, as he completes 80 drawings in a single sitting – one for each
year of Canali’s existence.
In a sharp, stylized setting, slow-panning shots reveal flashes of De Stijl-like colour capturing
the gestural beauty of Wouters’ brushstrokes and the increasing intricacy of his images. It’s a
tribute to the timeless quality of the handmade, echoed in the hand-tailored Canali clothing
that Wouters wears as he works.
In an additional interview video, the first in Canali’s new “200 Steps” content series, Wouters
explains the process behind his meticulous typographic work, which has been exhibited at
institutes including the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis and the Design Museum, Helsinki. In
2014 Wouters will be joined by a series of international creatives on Canali.com, as the series
continues to ask great men to share the thoughts and method behind their work.
The new Canali.com offers a fresh online presence for the Italian brand, which has been
dedicated to creating peerless men’s clothing since 1934. Combining a crisp, minimal and
thoroughly contemporary aesthetic with a wealth of intriguing content, the site covers
everything from Canali’s heritage and services to essential tips that no man of style should be
without.
A key feature of the new site is L’Edizione, a regularly updated online journal that explores the
season’s trends and styles via lifestyle features, practical styling tips and the “200 Steps” series.
In addition, the site offers detailed information on Canali’s Su Misura made-to-measure service
and allows users to book an appointment at their nearest store.
Built on a responsive design framework, Canali.com is one of the first luxury menswear brand
sites built to provide an optimal viewing experience, with easy reading and navigation across a
wide range of devices from desktop monitors to tablet and mobile. Being responsive, the site
adapts the layout to the viewing environment by using fluid grids and flexible images to resize
the pages while maintaining the correct proportions of the site.

CANALI
Canali, specialist in tailor-made luxury, has been a paradigm of Italian masculine elegance for 80 years.
Since 1934, it has been promoting the value of artisan know-how, as embodied by the “Made in Italy” approach in its true sense.
Mingling culture and history with style and taste Canali creates every time a masterpiece, a harmony of details in perfect balance, expertly handcrafted, manifested in perfect wearability, extraordinary comfort combined with sophisticated elements.
Innovation to achieve aesthetic perfection, continuous renewal of styles, infinite care over the minutest detail and usage of superior quality fabrics
constitute the Canali Tailoring Principle.
To enjoy the quality of fine tailoring to the full, Canali also offers “SU MISURA” garments with a classic sample book and, naturally, the finest selection
of new fabrics available each season, together with specialized master tailors who can walk customers through fitting, personalization and styling.
In its third generation, CANALI today constitutes a design and manufacturing group, with its own production centers, all located in Italy, 1600
employees, 236 boutiques in the world, 1000 retail store in more than 100 countries.

www.canali.com

